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X-ray Scattering Study of Early Stage Spinodal Decomposition inAl0.62Zn0.38
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In situ small-angle x-ray scattering studies of the spinodal decomposition kinetics in an AlZn alloy
at the critical composition have been performed with a time resolution of 10 ms. The kinetics
of fluctuation relaxation above the critical point merges smoothly with the early-stage kinetics o
fluctuation growth belowTc. Strong nonlinearities are present at the earliest times measured, eve
above the critical point. The nonlinear theory of Langer, Bar-on, and Miller [Phys. Rev. A11,
1417 (1975)] quantitatively fits the data with reasonable thermodynamic and transport paramete
[S0031-9007(97)02875-5]
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The processes by which new phases are formed duri
phase transformation are important in determining the
crostructure of many materials. Spinodal decompositio
one of the simplest mechanisms for the initiation of su
processes since the composition fluctuations present in
single-phase state grow continuously to form the regio
of the segregated phases. Most theories of phase trans
kinetics are based on an extension of equilibrium therm
dynamics to provide the “driving force” for the transition
A quantitative comparison of the thermodynamic and
netic parameters obtained from measurements of spin
decomposition kinetics to those derived from conventio
phase equilibria and transport measurements is a wa
test these concepts. Such a test should involve meas
ments of kinetics both above and below the critical te
peratureTc, since the equilibration of fluctuations aboveTc

occurs by the same physical processes as the early st
of phase separation belowTc. Studies at the critical com
position reduce the occurrence of phase separation initia
by nucleation above the spinodal region.

Metal alloys are an important class of materials whi
also provide excellent model systems to quantitatively t
theories of spinodal decomposition. An ideal probe
the time evolution in these systems is small-angle x-
scattering. The classic metal alloy for studies of spino
decomposition is AlZn. It has a fairly symmetric equ
librium miscibility gap bounded by simple face-centere
cubic substitutional alloy phases with similar lattic
constants, its equilibrium properties are well charact
ized, and it has good x-ray contrast. The gap termina
at a Zn atom fractionc  0.395 and T  624.5 K [1].
The difference in lattice constants between the two pha
introduces strains and the coherent critical point [2]
located atc  0.38 andTc  597 K [3]. It is this critical
point that is relevent to early time studies. Many stud
of kinetics [4,5] have been performed on the AlZn syste
but none near or above the critical point. This is beca
0031-9007y97y78(14)y2787(4)$10.00
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the time scale for the transition becomes quite sh
s,1 sd at these temperatures. In this Letter, we pres
measurements on the early time spinodal decomposi
in AlZn at the critical composition, both near and abov
the critical point with millisecond time resolution.

All spinodal systems are expected to cross over
a nonlinear scaling regime at late times. For ea
times, systems with long-range forces are expected
exhibit linear mean field behavior, while for system
with short-range forces the effects of thermal fluctuatio
are expected to make even the early time behav
nonlinear [6]. Most studies of spinodal decompositio
have focused on the long time scaling behavior and o
a few experimental studies have given detailed resu
for early times [7–11]. Experiments on glasses [8] a
polymers [9] have shown that linear theories can wo
well for these long-range-force systems. On the oth
hand, nonlinear effects have clearly been seen in bin
liquids [10] and alloys [11]. While these studies prese
a qualitative comparison to theory, there has yet to b
quantitative and comprehensive comparison of experim
to nonlinear early stage spinodal decomposition theory

Although several approaches exist to handle the n
linearity [6,12], we use our data to provide a critical te
of a nonlinear computation scheme introduced by Lang
Bar-on, and Miller (LBM) [13]. This method can handl
large nonlinearities; however, it is based on an unco
trolled approximation scheme [14] and breaks down ve
close toTc. An experimental test with measurements ne
Tc should provide further insight.

The experiments were performed on the IBM-MIT bea
line X20C at the National Synchrotron Light Source. Th
beam line has been optimized for time-resolved sc
tering measurements with the use of a wide-bandp
sDlyl , 1%d multilayer monochromator which yields a
flux of ,1013 photonsys at l  2.07 Å. The scattering
was collected in transmission by a linear position-sensit
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2787
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detector at wave vectorsq in the range0.008 to 0.085 Å21,
with a resolution which varied from0.0024 to 0.0017 Å21

across the range. A detailed description of the experim
tal setup has been published [15].

The samples studied were melt-spun polycrystall
Al 0.62Zn0.38 ribbons ,18 mm thick with a grain size of
,1 mm. During a typical temperature cycle, a ribbo
was resistively self-heated in a He atmosphere to
anneal temperatureTa in the single-phase region, we
above Tc, and then quenched to a constants61 Kd
aging temperatureTq by rapidly adjusting the heating
power. Quenches of,150 K could be achieved in less
than 100 ms. X-ray scattering patterns and the sam
temperature were simultaneously recorded every 10
The time at whichTq is reached, defined ast  0, can be
determined to within 5 ms. The sample was subjected
repeated annealing and aging cycles in order to investig
differentTq. To test reproducibility, identical temperatur
cycles were sometimes repeated with no changes in
results. The temperature was monitored using an infra
pyrometer calibrated such that the measuredTc agreed
with the literature value.

FIG. 1. (a) Evolution of the structure factor atTq  541 K
(below Tc). The subtracted prequench scattering ranged fr
22 3 10227 m3 at 0.01 Å21 to 0.06 3 10227 m3 at 0.08 Å21.
Solid lines show the best fit to LBM. The bar represents erro
(b) Constant-q slices throughDSsq, td and corresponding LBM
theory curves. The bold line shows the temperature during
quench and during aging.
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Figure 1 shows the structure factor evolution for
quench from 690 to 541 K. The solid lines are fits as d
cussed below. The scattering intensity has been norm
ized to obtain structure factorsSsq, td in absolute units [8].
Figure 1(a) showsDSsq, td which is defined asSsq, td
minus the prequench scattering pattern. This remo
any constant background scattering and the grain bou
ary scattering intrinsic to polycrystalline samples, but
also removes the scattering from equilibrium fluctuatio
at Ta. For each timeDSsq, td peaks as a function ofq.
With increasing time this peak moves towards smallerq
and gets sharper.DSsq, td displays the “crossing of the
tails” typical of nonlinear behavior [11]. Thet  0 scan
also has a peak which reflects the structure that deve
during the quench. Figure 1(b) shows the time evo
tion of DSsq, td at selected wave vectors. Even at th
short times investigated here,DSsq, td is nonmonotonic
in time, clearly not following the exponential growth law
predicted by linear theory [16].

Figure 2 presents the structure factorDSsq, td after a
quench from 690 to 599 K, showing the reequilibratio
of fluctuations in the single-phase region. It is clear th
the time resolution of the measurement is sufficient
observe the kinetics of the fluctuations aboveTc, and

FIG. 2. (a) Evolution of the structure factor atTq  599 K
(above Tc). Solid lines show the best fit to LBM. The
bars represents errors. (b) Constant-q slices throughDSsq, td
and corresponding LBM curves. The bold line shows t
temperature during the quench and during aging.
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thus also to observe the early stage kinetics belowTc.
As for quenches into the unstable region, a nonmonoto
behavior is observed in the time evolution [Figure 2(b
indicating nonlinear kinetics even during reequilibratio
in the single-phase region. By comparing a series
measurements at various temperatures, we observe
the early stage behavior belowTc smoothly crosses ove
to that above.

The LBM equation forSsq, td at the critical composition
c0 is given by
≠Ssq, td

≠t
 22Mq2

∑µ
kq2 1

≠2f
≠c2

∂
c0

Ssq, td

1
1
6

µ
≠4f
≠c4

∂
c0

S4sq, td
∏

1 2MkBTq2.

Heref is the volume free energy of alloy of compositionc,
k is the gradient free energy coefficient,M is the mobility,
and Ssq, td and S4sq, td are the Fourier transforms of th
2nd- and 4th-order two-point correlation functions, resp
tively. The closing scheme proposed by LBM assum
that theq dependence ofS4sq, td is derivable fromSsq, td
and that the composition probability distribution can
taken as the sum of two Gaussians with associated p
positions6bstd and widthsstd. The increasing separatio
of the two peaks governs the process of phase separa

Given an initial structure factorSsq, 0d at time t 
0, and an initial value for eitherb or s, the LBM
algorithm will generateSsq, td. We obtainedSsq, 0d from
the measured quenched-in structure changeDSsq, 0d,
parametrized by a Lorentzian, by adding back in t
scattering from the equilibrium fluctuations atTa. This
contribution, which is the same for all data sets,
obtained from an analysis of the equilibrium scatteri
at temperatures aboveTc. Although small (0.051 3

10227 m3 at 0.01 Å21), it is included for completeness
It is subsequently subtracted from the LBM-generat
Ssq, td in order to compare to the measuredDSsq, td. In
our fits the initial value ofb is used as a parameter, an
ss0d is calculated fromSsq, 0d.

To complete the model, a Landau-Ginzburg qu
tic coarse-grained free energy is used:fscd 

1
2 rsc 2

c0d2 1
1
4 usc 2 c0d4. An intrinsic part off is the wave

vector cutoff qmax which is related to a coarse grainin
length and is needed to truncate the diverging integr
The least-squares fitting procedure was initially form
lated in terms of the parametersk, M, r, u, qmax, and
bs0d. It was found that these parameters overdeterm
the fits and that whenqmax is assumed independent ofT
and r, an unphysical increase ofjr j as T approachesTc

is obtained. However, as proposed by LBM, whenqmax
is constrained to be proportional to the inverse corre
tion length,j21 

p
22ryk (below Tc) or

p
ryk (above

Tc), the fitting procedure converges and results in
expected decrease ofjrj as Tc is approached. The con
stanta ; qmaxj could be varied within the range 0.5 t
3.0 without affecting the quality of the fits, providedr
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is divided bya2 and u by a3. The fits thus determine
a unique value ofqmax for eachT , which is larger for
deeper quenches (0.375 Å21 at 541 K) and is a minimum
for the data closest toTc (0.084 Å21 at 597 K). Bothk

andM are unaffected by the choice ofa. For this anal-
ysis, a  1 has been used. In summary, only the fi
parametersk, r , u, M, and bs0d are adjusted during the
fits and they suffice to fit the early time evolution for ea
temperature.

Least-squares fits of the LBM equation of motion to t
measuredDSsq, td have been made for all temperatur
investigated. The solid lines in Figs. 1 and 2 show t
results of two such fits. All fits have comparable qual
to those in Figs. 1 and 2, fits forT , Tc being better
than those forT . Tc. Clearly this model effectively
parametrizes the early time data. Limiting the fits to t
first 0.2 s of the complete 1.6 s of the data sets has li
effect on the best-fit values of the parameters [17].

Fitting the measuredDSsq, td to a linear equation
of motion [16,18] did not work well, even for shor
times. An estimate of the nonlinearity [6] is given b
e ; skBTuyr2d srykd3y2. Using the best-fit values a
541 K, e  32.45 6 0.09 and each 10 ms correspond
to a reduced timet ; 2Mr2tyk  51.7 6 0.3. These
numbers indicate a highly nonlinear situation.

In Figure 3, the best fit values of the parameters
all aging temperatures are compared on an absolute s
with independent estimates obtained from conventio
measurements. Estimates forr and u were obtained
from analysis of the equilibrium phase diagram [3
k was estimated from a model [18] assuming near
neighbor interactions. The mobility,M, is compared to
the value calculated from the diffusivities [19]. Since th
Al tracer diffusivity Dp

Al is not known, Fig. 3(d) shows
the mobility obtained by using the measured Zn trac
diffusitivity [20] and assumingDp

ZnyDp
Al  3.

Well below Tc, the best-fit values from LBM agree re
markably well with the values from conventional me
surements. This provides quantitative support both for
applicability of LBM in this region and, more generally
for the use of equilibrium thermodynamics to provide t
driving force for the transition. The agreement forr and
u shows that the use ofa  1 is reasonable. However
aboveTc the best-fit values foru are unreasonably large
Constrainingu  4 3 109 Jym3 results in slightly worse
fits. It is not clear that the probability distribution use
by LBM is appropriate in the single-phase region. AsTc

is approached from below, the best-fit values of all fo
parameters show systematic deviations from the estima
temperature dependence. This may mean that there i
increasing discrepancy between LBM and the data, or
ternatively, that LBM gives “effective” values which de
viate nearTc.

In this study, in situ x-ray scattering, high quench
rates, and millisecond time resolution have enabled
detailed study of early stage spinodal decomposition
2789
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FIG. 3. Least-squares parameters from fits to LBM. The so
lines are independent estimates from phase equilibria (a)–
and from tracer diffusion (d). The values ofu above Tc
(not plotted) are191, 379, 40, and 17 3 109 Jym3 in order of
increasingT . The parameterbs0d (not plotted) increases with
the depth of the quench and scales with the integrated inten
of DSsq, 0d.

the critical composition in AlZn. This is a powerful and
general technique to study phase transition kinetics wh
can be significantly enhanced now that third generati
synchrotron sources have come on line.
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